Competition Secretary's Report 2020/21
I have pleasure in presenting my Competition Secretary report for
the season 2020/21. Due to the Covid Pandemic this season for
Folkestone and all the other clubs throughout the country has been
a completely new experience, Thanks to Zoom we have still been
able to hold our meetings from the comfort of our own homes and
carry on having our competitions and speakers, which has worked
very well but as for the future who knows.
Although we have fewer members entering into the competitions,
we have had a good number of entries for the invited Judges to
critique and also added a 'Just Critique' section at the end of the
evening. This gave people the opportunity to enter in an image for
comment, which could have changes made, and if desired be
entered into normal comp for judging for points. This coming
season with only 34 Members we need as many of you to enter
competitions to make it a worthwhile evening.
I must give my thanks to Bryan for displaying the comp images on
the nights for the judge to comment and score. John and Melanie
have been a great support, as well as all the committee, but you
the members are the essential ingredient, thank you for making the
images and entering them, making some very interesting evenings
and giving the judges a hard job of choosing the winners.
I wish you all well, stay safe and enjoy a Summer with a
difference. I ask for adoption of this report.
Michael Chalk Comp Secretary VFCC.

End of Year Results 2020-21
Comp

Points

Position

151

1st=

144

3rd=

140

1st

138

2nd=

139

1st

137

2nd=

Open PDI

Themed PDI

Mono PDI

Alan Gould
Ian Stone
Simon Newlyn
Graham Snowden
Alan Gould
Melanie Chalk
John Gough
Kathy Roddy
Alan Gould
Ashley Judd

Phone Comp

1st

Alan Gould

Triptych

1st

Melanie Chalk

Reg Walker Trophy

1st=

Members Comp (Len
Charles Cup)

1st

Challenge Cup

1st

Alan Gould

1st

Fay Meek

93
POTY

92
92

2nd=

Simon Newlyn
Ian Stone
Alan Gould

Melanie Chalk
John Gough

